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DUST MOPS

ASTROLENE

Astrolene mop yarn is a special blend of four different syn-

thetic yarns which was developed to provide the combina-

tion of strength, launderability and mop treatment absorption

required in a good quality dust mop. Astrolene yarn is heat-

set to prevent unravelling and lint-off.

Astrolene yarn is

colourfast and

requires only 50% of

the usual application

of mop treatment.

Astrolene launders

well and dries in half

the time of a cotton

dust mop.

Astrolene Laundering lnstructions:

Wash mops in a laundry bag at 70˚C. Do not use bleach. Dry

at 65˚C . Because Astrolene dries quickly, drying time should

be reduced. Remove from dryer when still slightly damp.

* order  PN # 23818 - 18” Tie-On, cut untreated

23824 - 24” Tie-On, cut untreated

23836 - 36” Tie-On, cut untreated

COTTON CUT-END STYLE

Mops are 5” wide and available in tie-on style for rigid

frames.

Cotton Cut-End

• Durable

• Accept mop treatment readily

• Cleans easily by brushing out/ completely launderable

* order  PN # 23718 - 18” Tie-On, cut untreated

23724 - 24” Tie-On, cut untreated

23736 - 36” Tie-On, cut untreated

FEATHER DUSTERS

• made of ostrich feathers

• feathers effectively trap and hold more dust

• lacquered wood handles have handy hanging hole 

for storage when not in use

* order  PN # D22EC - (22”)

LAMBSWOOL DUSTERS

Easy cleaning for all dusting chores,

ideal for dusting venetian blinds, ceiling

fans or any other object that is hard to

dust.

* order  PN # 312FH - 28” long

For dusting chores that require a longer

reach

* order  PN # 350EX - extends to 42” long

DUST MOP FRAMES AND HANDLES

• 360° swivel action.

• for use with tie-on dust mop refills

• heavy steel frame to withstand punishment.

Frames Complete with Handle:

* order  PN # 12518 - 18”Bolt-On Rigid Frame and Handle

Measurements : 18” X 4 1/2”

12524 - 24”Bolt-On Rigid Frame and Handle

Measurements : 24” X 4 1/2”

12536 - 36”Bolt-On Rigid Frame and Handle

Measurements : 36” X 4 1/2”

23718/23724/23736

12518/12524/12536

23818/23824/23836

350EX

312FH

D22EC

Dust control treatments
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